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In-Class Participation &
Short Writing Assignments

Dr. Meghann Meeusen

Building an academic community is crucial to engage
fully with critical ideas. This is an important goal of
this course, so that together, we might explore new
ideas and perspectives in response to a deepening
understanding of theory. Thus, active and daily
participation is necessary for class success. Students
will have multiple opportunities to share their ideas
and knowledge throughout the semester, and to
demonstrate the value placed on these contributions,
they earn class points for this participation.

Reading Quizzes (Completed
in Class): Demonstrate Close
Reading

Exit Tickets (Completed in
Class): Demonstrate
Familiarity with Terminology

Ticket-In (Prepared at Home):
Sharing Research & Discussing
Trends

Short unannounced quizzes at
the beginning of class will ask
you to recount main elements
from primary text readings
(aka, novels, etc) and make
connections in short answer
questions that rely upon careful
reading.

“Exit Tickets” are completed at
the end of class and typically
turned in before exiting, used to
prove/demonstrate
understanding of theory-driven
terminology or similar concepts
discussed in class.

Sometimes, class preparation
will include reading a selfselected text or doing an outside
research task. In these
instances, students will prepare
to share their thoughts by
completing a “ticket-in”
assignment at home (as
homework), which will be
turned in at the start of class.

Quizzes have three questions,
asking you to “remember” (aka,
recall a fact from the story),
“interpret” (draw a conclusion
based on text details), and
“analyze” (make a connection
with another text or main idea).
Reading guides are a great
resource in preparation for
quizzes, as they typically
include questions related to
main idea and key concepts.

Exit tickets typically include:
1) providing a definition,
2) explain the term using one or
more examples, and
3) draw a connection to another
text to show in-depth
understanding
At times, exit tickets will be less
formal, simply asking students
to demonstrate attendance and
participation by turning in
evidence of a class activity.

Questions and instructions to
guide the ticket-in will be
provided in advance and
available on e-learning. Please
use the sheet provided (either in
class or by printing from online)
to complete your ticket in and
bring a hard-copy to class for
credit. You MUST be in class to
earn ticket-in credit.

Note: Since these assignments are directly related to in-class
work/discussion, they also act as attendance points.
Students can ONLY earn credit if they attend class and
assignments cannot be made up in the event of absence.
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Goal: The objective of the writing development assignments is to improve skills as an analytical writer by
working on formal styles of analysis common in various educational situations.
In preparation for the midterm project/presentation, students will work on several specific writing skills,
developing their close reading analytical practices by drawing connections, using evidence to support
ideas, and writing a persuasive analytical thesis. This work will lead to demonstrating similar skills at the
midterm, but also provide practice for various components of typical “school” writing scenarios, such as
formal five paragraph essays taught in K-12 educational settings. The purpose of this kind of writing is to
practice developing an evidence-based opinion including a clear statement of thesis supporting with
specific examples (usually quotes) that provide evidence from a text, with a final conclusion that extends
the idea to its social or ideological significance, demonstrating the significance of the thesis.
Essays are typically one single spaced page (about 500 words) in length.

WD #1

WD #2

Written in response to Wish Tree by Katherine
Applegate or the Jungle Book live-action film (2016).

Comparing two texts we’ve read this semester.

The goal of WD #1 is to focus on 1) composing a thesis
statement that makes an argument or claim, 2) using
quotes as evidence to support a claim and integrating
these effectively into academic writing.
First, identify what you see as the author’s objective
for the story—what she seems to be trying to achieve
with this book. This may be a lesson or theme, but can
also include ideas the author wants readers to believe
about the world or think about in a more in-depth
way. In your first paragraph, after a brief lead in,
write a 1-3 sentence thesis statement arguing what
you believe to be Applegate/Bell’s goal and
evaluating why she is effective in achieving it.
Then, in two supporting body paragraphs, use quotes
that demonstrate this effective element, being careful
to integrate each into a sentence using MLA format.
Link each quote to your claim and smoothly
incorporate it into a sentence, using a follow up
sentence to draw this connection clearly.

The goal of WD #2 is to focus on 1) comparing and
contrasting two texts, and 2) identifying how texts
engage with dominant ideologies or comment on
issues, beliefs, and values in society.
Choose a common goal that two authors have worked
to achieve in the texts we’ve read this semester.
Determine which author you believe is more effective
in accomplishing that objective, and write a thesis
paragraph that evaluates the text comparatively.
In 1-2 body paragraphs, use comparative language
and at least one specific example from each text to
contrast the works and support your thesis.
End with a short paragraph that articulate why it is
important for texts like these to be effective in
achieving the goal you describe, and how this goal
might influence (either supporting or serving to
change) key beliefs and values that are common in
contemporary society. Be very specific, showing you
understand how texts engage dominant ideologies.

Grading/Expectations: Short rubrics will be used to evaluate the component of each writing development
assignment, with brief feedback provided to direct students toward improvement on this particular element.
Additionally, students are encouraged to meet with Dr. Meeusen to discuss their writing development, as the main
objective is to improve these components in these shorter assignments in order to produce a stronger midterm
analytical presentation. Meeting with Dr. Meeusen earns 5 additional points on the either WD assignment.

